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Introduction 

With the current population growth and the worldwide increase in the demand for housing, this 

thesis is intended to provide projected recommendations for a more sustainable and economic 

construction in wood, and thus to provide a response for the increase of buildings in the Autonomous 

Region of Azores both in rehabilitation works and new constructions. 

The change in the use of living spaces requires a larger housing area, an area that can be added 

to wood as a mixed construction register and with existing wood resources in the Region. In 

construction extensions, the wood does not change the center of mass of the construction, being a 

light material, therefore does not influence the seismic response of the same. 

The historic centers of the cities of Ponta Delgada, Horta and Angra do Heroísmo were 

contaminated by insects of dry wood, due to the importation of wood for rehabilitation works. The 

contaminated wood has reduced structural properties, which has created a prejudice regarding its use 

for construction despite its potential for the region both in terms of available raw material and in 

meteorological conditions (due to its relative humidity index constant air and low thermal amplitudes). 

Historically, wood is not a material of choice for construction in the Region, and this was mostly 

used for the construction of annexes in housing lots destined to animal shelter, deposit of material or, 

in specific situations like coverings and balconies. However, there is a great supply of this raw 

material, for example, the presence of japonic Cryptomeria is abundant in the archipelago. It is 

considered possible to use them in structural elements of future constructions with the advantage of 

reducing the ecological footprint by using local materials. The Japanese Cryptomeria wood is already 

properly regulated with its respective constructive standard. 

The Azores, by their location and origin, are subject to constant earthquakes with the 

consequence of the destruction of edifices. This is because the construction techniques used in the 

region mirror those used in portugal mainland but since the native stone from the Azores is more 

porous, creates a structure less resistant to a seismic shock. 

It is intended, through the investigation of a partial construction in wood, the rehabilitation of the 

Museum of Porto Pim, in Faial, to analyze its state of conservation and eventual modifications that 

were made; develop project recommendations; and draw conclusions on the feasibility of timber 

construction in the Region. 

It was also accompanied by the construction of a wooden cryptomer building on the island of São 

Miguel, over a period of six months. 

There is a wide range of forest species that allow wood to be a very versatile raw material: it 

allows different sizes, shapes and colors of pieces to satisfy any taste or need. It has been chosen as 

a building material, with applications ranging from the simple decorative object or domestic utensil to 

its use in large structures such as bridges, pavilions, boats or airplanes. 

 



Development  

The Azores, despite meeting the conditions related to annual values of relative humidity and 

ambient temperature, has no tradition of building wooden houses and presents examples of wood 

application in structures in the Autonomous Region. Contemporary examples of wood constructions in 

the region have been observed to analyze their integration in the current market. Analyzing the life 

cycle and wood processing process, it is observed that these present better performance compared to 

more recurring materials of use in the construction, such as steel and concrete. Because of the energy 

consumption, the cost and energy calculation required from the extraction of the raw material to its 

recycling / reuse of its final products, emission of gases, release of pollutants into the air, production of 

pollutants for the water and solid waste production, the wood presents considerably lower values 

when compared with steel, concrete, brick and aluminum. Moreover, because most wood products 

used in construction, whether structural or not, are prefabricated, there is virtually no waste produced 

on site. Wood is a material that can be reused as the case of demolition wood from existing buildings. 

This versatility of the material allows it to be reused within the same industry, as previously mentioned, 

or that its function is changed as being transformed into a piece of furniture or as a decorative 

element. To this characteristic is added another: the wood being a natural material is biodegradable 

and can be transformed by composting, only the concern of the existence of elements of 

contamination of the wood, which present less ecological factors, for example the case of the 

hardware, that are easily removed, thus not having the greatest concern, but having other cases of 

contamination such as the use of glues, in the case of wood derivatives, but their present percentage 

is very low when compared to wood volume and finally the most wood treatment, prevention and 

finishing, but with the technological advance this gap in the sustainability of the use of wood in the 

construction has been reducing these standart materials, currently harmful. They are being replaced 

by more eco-friendly materials such as wood. 

The evolution of the structures of wood construction is analyzed with a framework from its origin to 

the definition of constructive systems based on the type of structure, which is the major constraint for 

the architectural design. The classification of the different types of wood construction was made 

according to the structural type that seized and organized according to its development over time, 

reaching four main types of construction with their respective subcategories. The types of construction 

analyzed are: log house, heavy timber, light frame and modular prefabricated houses. 

The bonds between the elements of wood structures represent a weak point in the structure by the 

localized concentration of stresses. The wood by its anisotropy has several limitations in the mode of 

connection 

Analyzing the characteristics of wood helps to understand its structural functioning. These 

characteristics are necessary to understand so that the application of the wood is favorable for its 

better performance. chapter addressing its development and key physical and mechanical 

characteristics to make its timber application conscious and optimized. 

After the knowledge of the atomic structure of the wood and its main physical properties makes it 

easier to understand its mechanical properties because all the properties contribute in a different way 

to the resistance of the wood material. 



It is logical to say that it would not make any sense to analyze the global resistance of wood as a 

material, because recognizing its peculiarities it is necessary to analyze its resistance taking into 

account a certain request and its respective direction because the anisotropic properties shows 

different behaviors in the parallel and perpendicular direction the fibers being an orthotrope material. 

Considering the use of the wood for the construction and a Portuguese rule that refers more in 

detail to the defects of the wood (NP180) a selection of the most relevant defects was made for this 

application. 

For the specification of the solid wood used in structures we must consult the respective standards 

and have as a basis of choice the properties of the wood depending on the intended use and 

specifying the parameters of species, class of quality or resistance, its preservative treatment, its 

content water and protection of the connectors. 

The classification of wood aims to obtain batches of wood with less variability based on aesthetic 

or mechanical resistance criteria. 

The wood can suffer from the action of biological agents such as fungi and insects, great 

deterioration and for this reason it is necessary to place them in conditions that do not favor their 

development. The exposure to moisture and water content of wood are the factors that propitiate the 

attack of these agents as well as the presence of these agents at the place of application soon with 

the proper preparation for the use and when necessary to resort to preservative treatments greatly 

reduces the probability of a attack on the exposed wood. 

The main factor when the wood is operating in service is the prevention, fulfilling the initial 

requirements of the wood being prepared to deal with the risks to which it will be subject by choosing 

the most suitable species, in the requirement of natural durability, to perform this function following the 

protection requirements to house the wood of infestations and infestations of the place in question. 

In order to combat the gap when the durability of the wood is not enough, depending on the class 

of risk predicted, wood preservatives are used and their effectiveness depends on two factors, the first 

is the correct choice of the preservative for the situation in question and the second is its correct 

application to ensure its proper functioning. 

The differentiation of the preservative products depends on its physical nature, physical properties 

and degree of toxicity in relation to xylophagous agents, and in the best conditions comply with the 

requirements of easy introduction of durability of the protective action without reducing the 

characteristics of the wood. These are divided into two categories aqueous products and products in 

organic solvents. 

These products can not be confused with the coating, since these function to increase the 

durability of the wood against biological agents. 

Other precautions may be taken to prevent infestation by weevils or dry termite termites: carry out 

periodic visual inspections on newly introduced timber to check for signs of infestation. In the case of 

C. brevis termite, in structures where there is no infestation but there is risk in the area that is inserted, 

the use of fine mesh networks to cover all possible entrances such as spans and chimneys is a good 

preventive measure, especially in the months of summer, when the winged ones spread to the 

formation of new colonies. 



Solid wood presents limitations in its size due to its anatomy and industrial processing, from which 

solutions have been arranged in order to obtain greater dimensional freedom and improvement of 

mechanical behavior caused by physical anomalies in the biological material without processing 

reaching dimensions higher than of solid wood. Thus emerged the EWPs which result in sawn lumber 

in the form of boards, veneers, lamellae, particles and fibers together, in most cases, by a form of 

adhesive. 

These types of materials appeared in the late nineteenth century and have been developed in 

order to overcome the limitations of solid wood and in this way to develop the construction in wood 

arise in the form of beams and panels. 

The values of physical and mechanical properties of cryptomeria presented in the LNEC 

datasheet did not take into account the existence of subspecies with their core presenting rosy, 

brownish or blackish tones and these two tones are the two subspecies.  

For the norm EN 4544 was collected samples of cryptomeria of Azorean origin, namely of the third 

island and island of San Miguel presenting different values depending on their location5 The two 

subspecies analyzed are black and pink and have both common characteristics of drying and easy 

sawing, good bondability, good reception of finishing products, high resistance and xylophagous 

agents and good durability of the anobidium core. 

The Ser-Q is the Information and Skills Center of the forest and this is a scientific and 

technological association of training that intends to validate products and solutions through 

experimental research and development. Within the agro-forestry sector it works from the production 

of the product until its placement in the market. 

 Azorina is a regional entity created in 2010 and is the Society for Environmental Management and 

Conservation of Nature and aims to promote conservation actions and environmental management 

conserving its natural resources. 

These two entities are working together with a project with a deadline of 09/18 to 03/20 to develop 

innovative products for the construction using the Cryptomeria japonica Cryptomeria D.Don as raw 

material with three objectives of material and product innovation and creation of documentation to 

support the implementation of products of this material in the market. 

Conclusion 

According to the analyzes carried out in the case study, the Azores have the necessary 

characteristics of thermal amplitudes and annual relative humidity to be favorable the wood 

construction. The direct comparison between a masonry wall with insulation presented lower annual 

percentage values with comfort temperatures within the Ashrae parameters. The values of the Ashrae 

analysis showed better results for the black cryptomeria than for the pink one because the black one 

has greater bulk density. 

The analysis software used for the case study is an indispensable tool for both analysis of 

structures and for the design phase because it is possible through simulations to ensure that the 

architect's choice is the best within the available options. 


